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TEMPO : Current Affairs/History  EXPLORA : Lifestyle/Green 
    

Inside the DMZ (52' HD)   Blank Lands (52' HD) 
A film by JEONG Gyoung-youl           

 
 What Future for the Still Divided   Discovering Chinese   

          Korea?                                                     ethnic groups, ignored for a very long time 
 

 
This film suggests to look in an unusual way at the division of Korea by    In the 1930s, the young photographer ZHUANG Xueben leaves Shanghai to explore 

focussing on the demilitarised zone between North and South...    unchartered regions of Western China, absent from geographic maps…   

    
      

          Searching for Yu Bin (105’ HD)                      A Way Out (94' HD)    

            A film by Jean-Christophe YU                                       A film by Cherelle ZHENG   
        

 A private investigation reveals a wealth of                           
    little known facts of Chinese History   

 

promising  future? 

  a Youth it's offer China today's             Will
    

                        
 

 

     
      

Following the trail of his grandfather Yu Bin, Belgian filmmaker and journalist                What holds the future for contemporary Chinese adolescents? This is the 

Jean-Christophe Yu rediscovers Chinese history of the last century…                     central question that Director Cherelle Zheng pursues while filming three teen-agers… 
              

         Restoring the Light (52’ HD)   Generation 90 (87'HD) 
          A film by Carol LIU   A film by HE Wenzhong  
 

     

Hopes and strength of Chinese                       Illusions, Doubts and Interrogations of  
peasants       Young Chinese Citizens 

 

 

Although China is nowadays a major world economy, life conditions in the                     The Chinese generation born in the 90s has not experienced the years of rationing 
countryside still remain appalling. Many peasants have never entered a     hunger, deprivation or intense work their parents and grandparents were exposed  

hospital in their entire life, nor have they ever seen a doctor.    to. They are the children of an economic miracle. Where do they want to go? 

 

A film by Collective Blank Lands 

 


